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NEWS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
17” LCD Monitor Gets Modernized, And Can Be Customized

Arlington Heights, Illinois (November 7, 2012) - TRU-Vu Monitors, a leading supplier of
industrial-grade LCD monitors, has added a new 17” model to its lineup of LCD monitors.
Despite the preponderance of 16:9 widescreen monitors, there are still thousands of legacy
systems requiring traditional 4:3 monitors. The new VM-17ABS 17” industrial grade LCD
monitor from TRU-Vu Monitors, combines the benefits of a traditional 4:3 aspect ratio LCD
with several modern-technology upgrades.
The new VM-17ABS offers 1280 x 1024 resolution, 4:3 aspect ratio (5:4, actually), a wide 160º
viewing angle and a fast 3 msec response time. It features multiple video inputs including
VGA, S-Video, and Composite (BNC); DVI and HDMI are also available. The NTSC/PAL AutoRecognition function makes this monitor equally at home in both North America and Europe.
The VM-17ABS incorporates a new, state-of-the-art image processing board. This eliminates
the video noise typically seen with traditional analog 4:3 monitors. It also provides much
sharper image quality.
The slim enclosure is less than 2” thick. It can be easily mounted via the tabletop base
(included), or use the rear 75 x 75 mm VESA mount holes with an optional wall-mount or
ceiling-mount bracket.
The VM-17ABS also has the unique ability to be customized to meet your specific project
requirements; this includes the input voltages, video inputs, housing color, enclosure styles
and more. The VM-17ABS can also be private-labeled with your company name, logo and/or
unique model number.
The VM-17ABS is a great example of updating a classic traditional design with the latest in
modern technology. It can be deployed in a wide range of industrial, commercial, law
enforcement, A/V, medical and other applications.

For more information on the VM-17ABS monitors, please contact:
Herb Ruterschmidt
TRU-Vu Monitors, Inc.
925 E. Rand Road
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
847-259-2344
sales@tru-vumonitors.com
www.tru-vumonitors.com
About the Company:
TRU-Vu Monitors, Inc., a leading supplier of LCD displays, provides a wide range of
customizable, industrial-grade LCD monitors. This includes standard, rack mount, sunlightreadable, optically-bonded, touch screen, medical-grade displays, open frame, panel mount,
waterproof, and standard LCD monitors in sizes from 3.5” to 52”. All are backed by a 3-Year
Warranty. All monitors can be customized/modified to meet specific application requirements.
TRU-Vu monitors can also be private-labeled with your company's name, logo and unique
model number.

